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The great shortage, and inequitable distribution, of psychiatrists in low- and middle-income countries is one of the key reasons for the large treatment gap for people with mental disorders. Psychiatrists need to play a public mental health leadership role in increasing the coverage of mental health care through task shifting of effective interventions to non-specialist health workers. Psychiatrists’ new roles should include designing and managing such programmes, building clinical capacity, supervision and quality assurance, providing referral pathways and research.
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The great scarcity of psychiatrists in most countries of the world and the inequity in the global distribution of these specialists has been vividly illustrated by recent reports on mental health resources (WHO, 2005; Saxena et al. 2007). This scarcity is being further exacerbated by the migration of mental health specialists, both internationally from poorer to richer countries (Mullan, 2005) and within nations from poorer to richer regions and from public to private services. The contrast with the developed world is further exaggerated if we consider other mental health specialists such as clinical psychologists or psychiatric nurses. As a consequence, up to 90% of persons with mental disorders in low- and middle-income countries do not receive even basic mental health care (Kohn et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2007). In response to this crisis, the recent Lancet series on Global Mental Health called for action to close this astonishing treatment gap (Lancet Global Mental Health Group, 2007). The World Health Organization (WHO) launched the mental health Gap Action Programme (mhGAP) on 9 October 2008, its new flagship programme for scaling up services for the people with mental disorders in low- and middle-income countries. A new Movement for Global Mental Health (www.globalmentalhealth.org) was launched the following day to facilitate a global coalition of diverse mental health actors to strengthen the scientific and human rights evidence base to fuel a global advocacy campaign (Anon, 2008). This commentary considers what the role of psychiatrists should be in the context of these global mental health initiatives, and proposes a radical revision of the role of most psychiatrists.

In this review, I use the example of two countries whose mental health systems I know best: the UK and India. These countries represent the very extremes in mental health specialist resources and provide a stark comparison to make the case that psychiatry in low- and middle-income countries (comprising most of Asia, Africa and Latin America) must be practised in a fundamentally different way to well-resourced settings in western European, North American and Australian contexts. In short, the low-resource setting psychiatrist must be primarily a public health practitioner rather than a clinician.

The UK, with a population of about 60 million, is the home of nearly 5000 psychiatrists, a substantial proportion of whom originate from the Indian subcontinent (www.rcpsych.ac.uk/training/census.aspx). Although there are regional inequities in the distribution of mental health specialists in the UK, most parts of the country enjoy a respectable psychiatrist to population ratio. India, with a population of over 1 billion, is home to only about 3000 psychiatrists. These latter figures hide massive regional inequities within the country, with only a small proportion of psychiatrists practising in rural areas, which are home to two-thirds of India’s population (Goel et al. 2004); furthermore, more than half the psychiatrists work purely in the private sector. These grotesque inequities are unlikely to be significantly affected by the output of psychiatrists for the foreseeable future and, incredibly, the picture in India is among the more promising ones of the developing world!
What do these psychiatrists do? Although there are no systematic data on the nature of the day-to-day work by psychiatrists in India, there seem to be two main patterns of work. The first, which typifies most psychiatrists in both the private and public sectors, comprises face-to-face clinical encounters with individuals affected by mental disorder and their families. The second, which typifies most psychiatrists in medical schools or higher educational institutions, comprises a combination of individual clinical encounters; teaching of medical students, psychiatrists and other health professionals through a combination of lectures and guided clinical practice; and administration. A few, through sheer dint of hard work, squeeze in research and community-oriented activities. Thus, it would seem that the typical job profile of a psychiatrist, whether in public or private practice, is not too different from that in well-resourced countries. This is hardly surprising, as the psychiatric training in India mimics the heavily clinically oriented training UK trainees were given in the past.

A systematic review of epidemiological studies estimated prevalence of just five adult mental disorders in India to be about 7.5% (Ganguli, 2000). Assuming that a fairly conservative estimate of 5% of the population is in need of biomedical mental health care, this would mean that there are about 55 million persons living in India who need mental health care each year. Based on the actual numbers of psychiatrists and the observations of what they spend most of their time doing, one can carry out a back of the envelope calculation of the numbers of these patients for whom the workforce of psychiatrists can provide a consultation. If every one of India’s 3000 psychiatrists did nothing apart from individual clinical work, and assuming they worked 5 days a week throughout the year and saw an individual for a total of one hour during this period, they would, altogether, be able to see about 6 million persons in a year. This translates to about 10% of the overall burden of mental disorders in the country. Unsurprisingly, this figure approximates fairly well with recent estimates of the ‘treatment gap’ in low-income countries (Kohn et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2007).

What should the role of psychiatrists be in efforts to close the treatment gap? Put simply, if business as usual continues, psychiatrists will remain a largely irrelevant human resource and, as has been documented recently, even an obstacle (Saraceno et al. 2007) to the goal of closing the treatment gap. My position is that psychiatrists not only carry a moral obligation to be an integral partner in the scaling-up agenda but also have the scientific credibility and broad acceptance of policy makers and the community to be leaders in this process. Psychiatrists have been trained to excel in clinical care to reduce the suffering of mental disorder for an individual and his or her immediate social environment. We now need to emphasize strategies by which these unique skills can be extended to increase the coverage of care to as many people with mental disorders in our communities as we possibly can. In short, we need to move out of the clinics and into the populations that we serve and, in so doing, metamorphose from being clinicians to public health practitioners. This, indeed, is already the role that many pioneering psychiatrists in low-resource countries are championing. Their small numbers need to be heavily strengthened through the commitment of all psychiatrists, their professional bodies and those concerned with the education and employment of psychiatrists, to this larger role.

Being a public mental health practitioner must be grounded in the basic clinical skills with which psychiatrists are equipped. However, there are several others skills that need to be developed. Foremost of these is an understanding of the principles of public health that seek to improve the health of an entire population, with a strong commitment to equity, evidence, efficiency and accountability. In an environment of great scarcity of psychiatrists, not only are most people denied care but also the most vulnerable people such as the rural poor, are disproportionately deprived. To close the treatment gap, mental health care must be devolved to non-specialist health workers who are trained to deliver interventions for specific mental disorders. Task shifting, which refers to the strategy of rational redistribution of tasks among health workforce teams, has become a popular method to address specialist health human resource shortages. Specific tasks are moved, where appropriate, from highly qualified health workers to health workers with shorter training and fewer qualifications in order to make more efficient use of the available human resources for health. Our colleagues in other areas of medicine have been introducing and evaluating such interventions for decades. A Cochrane systematic review has reported that lay health workers show promising benefits in promoting immunization uptake and improving outcomes for acute respiratory infections and malaria, when compared to usual care (Lewin et al. 2005). The WHO has recently released global recommendations and guidelines on task shifting for scaling up HIV care and proposed the ‘adoption or expansion of a task shifting approach as one method of strengthening and expanding the health workforce to rapidly increase access to HIV and other health services’ (WHO, 2007).

The evidence base for task shifting in mental health care in developing countries, though comparatively young, is growing and is consistent in its findings.
A series of controlled clinical trials evaluating such delivery mechanisms form the pivotal base for the new global mental health initiatives mentioned earlier. Thus, we now know that lay people or community health workers can be trained to deliver psychological and psychosocial interventions for people with depressive and anxiety disorders, schizophrenia and dementia (Bolton et al. 2003, 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2003; Ran et al. 2003; Dias et al. 2008; Rahman et al. 2008) in a diverse range of low- and middle-income countries. A crucial element of these task-shifting interventions, and a significant departure from earlier efforts to improve primary mental health care, is the role of mental health specialists extending well beyond the training phase to providing continuing supervision, quality assurance and support to the community health workers (Patel & Kirkwood, 2008). In this respect, this model is no different from the ‘collaborative’ models of care that have been shown to be the most effective in developing countries (Bower et al. 2006).

In the brave new world of global psychiatry, then, psychiatrists will need to be proficient in pedagogical skills for training and supervising non-specialist health workers; in the skills of monitoring and evaluation to ensure quality assurance of mental health care programmes; the core management skills essential for leading teams of health workers; and the critical skills of advocacy to champion the human rights of people with mental disorders – not only the right of access to evidence-based mental health care but also the very basic right to live without discrimination. In achieving these public health goals, the role of psychiatrists will need radical rethinking: put simply, aping the models used in comparatively very well-resourced settings, with their veritable armies of diverse mental health professionals (which, in fact, never seem enough to meet the needs of these countries), will not even dent the huge treatment gap in low- and middle-income countries.
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